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From the President - Russell Clark
The Clubs new committee has had its second meeting and for the members information the committee makeup and allocation of duties is as
follows:
President – Russell Clark (Welfare)
Vice President – Kevin Gamble (Roster)
Secretary – John Nelson (Exhibitions & Events / Social)
Treasurer – Colin Nicholls (Grants)
Immediate Past President – Michael Forrest (Bookings)
Committee Members Bruce Milne (Health & Safety) (Publicity/Webpage/Facebook/Conrod)
Murray Gibb
Group Representatives –
Mel Kennedy – Engineering (Membership)
Keith Murphy - Boat Group (Maintenance)
Vacant - Scale Railway
The function of the committee roles is to act as a point of contact between the committee and members and vice versa. Please support our
committee members in any way you can in carrying out the many and
varied tasks required to keep the club functioning smoothly. To that
end, you may be contacted by Kevin to go on the club roster for running
days. Your support in this particular area will be much appreciated.
For those members that attended the last monthly general meeting we
had the pleasure of the company of Ian Van Staden who gave a very
interesting talk on 3D printing and how it is used in the Dentistry profession. The discussion and questions that followed indicated a considerable level of interest on how this particular new technology might be
used in our modelling activities. If anybody wishes to contact Ian I have
his contact details.
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Editor’s Desk - Lachlan Clark
Motivation, this has to be one of the key drivers in our hobby because, without motivation nothing is achieved. People often comment at Festival Weeks that they could never
produce a model like the finished products which the club presents to the public each
February. This is easy to understand when looking at the completed intricacies of a steam
locomotive, the expansive scale railway networks, speeds of the tether cars, or the fine
details on the boats shown on the pond. With the club looking to increase participation
in the hobby it is timely to think about what motivates our membership. With winter fast
approaching and the nights drawing longer, now is as good a time as any to get cracking
on all those modeling projects. A quick internet search suggests the following motivation
techniques:
-Set goals,
-Recognize achievements,
-Break down large jobs into smaller tasks,
-Identify obstacles and problem solve in advance,
-Get back to basics.
With your new found motivation I am keen to publish your progress. Do send through
any photos of modeling projects you are working on.
In the news
Photo: Maurice Burns
For the first time since 1968 a
steam locomotive has reached
100mph on the UK main line. The
new
build
Peppercorn
A1
“Tornado” reached the milestone
on the 12th of April on the East
Coast main line between Thirisk
and York, maintaining the speed
for 48 seconds. Source: The Telegraph
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In the news
Romney, Hythe & Dymchurch Railway‘s 15” gauge No. 7 ‘Typhoon’ has
been reunited with it’s full size counterpart as part of the Bluebell Railway's 'Flying Scotsman Flying South
Gala' . Not long after ’Typhoon’ was
built in May 1927 it posed with the full
size Flying Scotsman . 90 years on the
photo was recreated in East Sussex.

From the Archives
The below photos are from our club displays at the Dunedin Winter Shows. The
bottom one being from 1937, one year
after the societies formation.
The sign reads: The models on this stand
are a group entry by some members of
the above society which has been formed
with the sole purpose of helping all model
makers.
The bigger the membership the greater
the advantages.
The secretary will be delighted to tell you
all about it without obligation.
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Chris’s ‘Evening Star’ tender

Engineering Group - Chris Kennedy, Photos - Chris Kennedy
Although it was Easter Monday, 9 members turned
up.
General discussion was around the construction of
a new traverser for the electric loco and trolley.
Also, Colin D suggested that the new trolley shed
door does not have a lock in the centre of the door
but a padlock at the bottom same as the club key
(then no more bent or broken keys)
Jim’s measuring jig

There was also a suggestion that we have a steam
running day on the weekend of the 24th 25th June
inviting other clubs similar to the great weekend
that the Timaru club hosted.
At the last working bee, the track was checked for
gauging and all was correct. All trolleys were
checked and many found to be under gauge Russell
has a list of the problem trolleys.

Chris’s ‘Evening Star’ tender

There is still plenty going on around in the various
workshops: Colin D doing maintenance on Simplex,
and also having time away. Gordon working on a
governor for his hit and miss engine. Des doing the
odd job around home. Colin W putting his car back
together. Chris progressing on his Evening Star tender. Jimmy working on tooling to make injectors,
Geoff working on the finishing touches on his rail
motor which I hear is now running under steam.
Good work Geoff.
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For Bits on the table Geoff had parts for his cab for Rail motor and a modified spanner he had
to make for his loco, Gordon had a pressure gauge which he has kindly donated to the boiler
committee and Chris showing continuing progress on his tender.

Boat Group - Henry Gooselink, Photos John Anderson
For our April meeting we had nine members present on a very cold and wet evening and we
started with notices, followed with bits on the table and workshop.
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Notices
Keith Murphy was congratulated, and thanked, for accepting his nomination to the committee as group representative.
The midweek boating group had a few good sessions on the
pond and for the party last Saturday we had a good turnout
with 12 boats on the pond on a sunny but cool afternoon.
Lead Acid Batteries: Keith Murphy suggested that we start
recycling them. The group agreed that we would have a
box in the workshop under the bench near the lathe
marked "Dead Batteries" and Keith would take them in for
recycling from time to time, with funds going to the club.
Bits on the Table
Club boat Project; Henry Goosselink had made good progress with the design and build of a club boat, with the rudder shaft fitted at this stage. Next will be to make and fit a
shaft and propeller. He had also cut the various templates
for the hull and the suggestion is that we use the same hull
shape on all the club boats and vary the super structure to
make them look individual.
Murray Vince has almost finished his 1/2 size scale of a
M60 machine gun, with only one part still to cast in resin.
He also managed to obtain bullet casings fitted onto a
short section of the "9 yard" ammunition belt, as used in
the M60.
Vaughan Peterson is in the process of building a restricted
36" class yacht. He had also made the various rigging fittings for the project.
John Anderson had brought along a couple of brushless
motors that he had made a few years ago for his model
planes. They run off two cell LiPo batteries (7.4v) and draw
about 40 watts, depending on the propeller that is used.
The Workshop
Bill King had been working on fittings for the crab boat that
he is in the process of building. Kevin Gamble had been
painting his blockade-runner paddle steamer and had
struck frustrating problems with spray-painting the top
coat. The model had been in danger of becoming airborne
at times. Some advice from the group and his usual perseverance should see a good finish on the boat.
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Keith Murphy had been on holiday to the North Island. He is making a glass display case for the
Waikana, a vessel that he obtained from Les Bennett. He is also in the process of doing catch up
at home. Gary Douglas is working on the cabin for his Admiralty model and has been working on
the plan for a riding trolley for Andrews train. John Anderson had been painting his front fence
and designing a speed controller for a railway layout.
Murray Vince has been helping Vaughan Peterson with his restricted 36" yacht and has made
some castings for his model of the M60. Vaughan Peterson had been making the fittings from his
restricted 36". Henry Goosselink has been working on the club boat project and doing preserving.
Next Meeting
For our May meeting we will have bits on the table.

Running Day - 23/04/2017
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Ho Layout

Scale Railway - Brian Niven, Photos Lachlan Clark
General
Murray Gibb reported that the new flat
screen TV has been mounted and tested in
the lounge. Murray built the sturdy mounting
frame and testing was completed with help
from James T, Brian N and Craig MacD.
One of our DCC handpieces has stopped
working (possibly the transmitting section)
and will likely need replacement.
It was good to see our Conrod Editor Lachlan
Clark at the meeting, down from Wellington
on holiday.
Bits on the Table
James Tamis had discovered a box of Hornby
container wagons which he hadn’t seen for a
while (sound familiar?) Many of the couplers
were broken. Hornby had fitted them to the
bogies, but James has repaired them by fitting
the couplers with new arms attached to the
wagon body. Weights have been fitted inside
the containers, since the production wagons
were very light in weight (Pictured Right).
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Andrew Nicolson gave us an appraisal of
the Woodland Scenics Tidy Track cleaning kit (Picture Left). (http://
woodlandscenics.woodlandscenics.com/
show/category/
TTTWMS?
perPage=1900) This has a wand with a 3D mobile head to which a variety of
cleaning pads can be attached. The pads
have grooves for the rails so that both
sides of the railhead are cleaned on
straight and curved track, in contrast to
the track rubbers we usually use which
clean only the top of the rail. The pads
are smooth on the reverse side to clean
points and crossings. Especially useful
for the hard-to-get-to places that many
layouts have. He also showed us his Roto
Wheel Cleaner, which has 30cm of powered track with sprung bristly pads to
remove the dirt buildup on wheels.
Following on from his efforts reported in
the April Conrod, John Knight decided he
wanted to “DCC-ise” his N scale Class 44.
One website said that it wasn’t DCCisable! A challenge! The purchase of a
TCS 1286 CN-GP two part DCC decoder
allowed fitting in the confined space
available, and has given excellent running. (http://tcsdcc.com/Zen/index.php?
main_page=index&cPath=6 ) (Photo
Left). John has also added a red tail light
to the brake coach using a red led and
fibre optic cable. Interior coach lighting
has also been trialled, with fine spring
wire pressing on the axles supplying the
power pickup needed for this. He
showed us a signal/point lever frame kit
in the form of nickel silver etchings
(Photo Left) and noted that knitting machine needle hooks were the ideal size
for N scale couplers - these first appeared in the boat group - great to see
info being shared between groups!
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Bookings - Michael Forrest and Kevin Gamble
It is up to the Day Controller to phone the other 3 men of his team and ensure they will be
available for the function. The Day Controller is also the go-to person to liaise as necessary
with the hirer/party organiser, and should meet them as soon as they arrive on site and see if
they’re OK about everything.
As each booking is received and confirmed it will be allocated to the next team on the roster. If
you are unavailable to take your turn it is up to you to find a substitute, either by swapping with
someone else or by arranging for a ‘spare Member’ to take your place. Please then inform the
Day Controller so he knows whom to expect on the day. As I am now handling the bookings I
shall inform and remind the Day Controller.

Team Date

Time

Description

#Attn

5

11.00 to
3.00

Camp Quality - Tony Hanning

39

Sun 7
May
Sat 25
Nov

Note

Christmas Party
St Pat’s Lodge

See Colin Downing for details.

TT

Mon 4
Dec

9.30 to
12.00

Christmas Party
Community Childcare

Heather Fagan

TT

Wed 6
Dec

9.30 to
12.00

Christmas Party
Community Childcare

Heather Fagan

Day Controller Phone
1 Gary Douglas

4767311

Member 2

Phone

Member 3

Phone

Member 4

Phone

Kevin Gamble

4554547 Bob Newbury

4763892 Mark Hughes

4551828

2 Colin Downing 4542528

Murray Gibb

4898489 Des Burrows

4545565 Geoff French

4542172

3 Michael Forrest 4551642

Henry Gooselink 4883284 Max Harvey

7421080 Anna Harvey

7421080

4 Ian Marsh

Brian McCammon 4883828 Ross Jamieson

4727260 Keith Murphy

4731740

Brian Niven

4564382 Brian Nunn

4554658

4544471 Stuart Reid
4543542 Ron Johnstone

4553406
4556623

4892267

5 Michael O’Cain 4882075
6 Terry Smith
7 John Nelson
Day Controllers
Bill King

4554491 Colin Winter

4545697
Hamish Tyson
4762116 Bruce Milne
0274346372 Brian Wolff
4727749 John Anderson
Lawrence Clarke 4738684

4881518 Colin Nicholls

4545432

Lance Wild
4728603
Gordon Rusbatch 4544800

Jon Winton

4542950

Allen McGregor 4767666
Glen Rusbatch 4544800
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Health and Safety Report
Thursday Toilers repairing the gib in the stairs.
Source: Pintrest

«First Name» «Last Name»
«Address»
«Suburb»
«City», «Post Code»

Sender:
Otago Model Engineering Society
1 John Wilson Drive
P.O. BOX 2163
South Dunedin
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